
 The whitening filter used is of the form .

 The transformed observation is .
 The optimal measurement matrix for the modified problem is of the
form

 Given , we can find a corresponding
.

 [1] also gives a mechanism for designing matrices using a simple
water-filling technique by exploiting the schur concavity of the
objective function.
 In our case, the objective function can be expressed as

 The MSE is schur concave in the MSE matrix and the minimum
can be attained if it is diagonalized as shown by Palomar et. al. [3].
 In order to get a more tractable solution, we transform the problem
by applying a whitening filter as suggested in Kalyani et. al. [2] to
transform the problem of the form in [1].

Since the signal constitutes a low-rank subspace, we consider
compressive measurement mechanism with number of
measurements K much less than the dimensionality of the
original space N.
 Renna, Calderbank et al. [1] have shown that for the case
without clutter the number of measurements required should
equal the rank of the signal subspace for phase transition to
occur in the noiseless case.
 We present conditions when phase transition occurs in the
presence of clutter as noise variance goes to 0. The error floor in
the presence of clutter goes to 0 if

 number of measurements .


 each

• where are the Principal components of range of
projected signal, while are the Principal components
of projected clutter,

The signal X and clutter C and observation noise W
are assumed to be drawn from Gaussian distributions

, , respectively with low-rank covariance
matrices, where , and .
We consider the problem of sensing matrix design to minimize
Mean Square Error (MSE) under a power constraint on the
sensing matrix.
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Phase transition analysis

 The optimization problem for the transformed variable is

subject to
• Consider more general signal distributions for measurement matrix

design.
• Extend measurement matrix design for multi-class classification.

Measurement matrix design

Whitening transformation

Jointly diagonalizable signal and clutter
 For the case when signal and clutter share the eigen-space, the
non-linear constraint simplifies significantly. The solution to that
problem is akin to the water-filling solution and is of the form,

, and such that .


